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Can Donald Trump possibly win the presidency? For months Scott Adams was asking if
Mr. Trump could possibly lose. Mr. Adams now believes the answer to the latter
question is yes—although, unlike most professional pundits, he hasn’t written off the
Republican nominee. And while he speculates Mr. Trump may have a tendency toward
“self-sabotage,” he attributes Hillary Clinton’s strong performance in recent polls
mostly to her campaign’s improvements rather than to Mr. Trump’s missteps.

Mr. Adams, 59, is best known as the creator of the popular Dilbert comic strip, a daily
send-up of corporate culture. So why should anyone take a cartoonist’s amateur political
analysis seriously? Because Mr. Adams’s unorthodox approach led him to take Mr.
Trump seriously when the professionals were still scoffing.

“The moment I realized there was something special was during the first debate,” he
tells me over coffee in the kitchen of his spacious suburban home. “It was the Rosie
O’Donnell moment.” Moderator Megyn Kelly had confronted Mr. Trump with the key
premise of what Mr. Adams calls “a gotcha question of the highest order”: “You’ve called
women you don’t like ‘fat pigs,’ ‘dogs,’ ‘slobs,’ and ‘disgusting animals.’ ”
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The cartoonist figured out the Republican’s persuasion skills before the pundits did. And he
still thinks Trump can win.
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“I asked myself: How would
anybody else have answered?”
Mr. Adams recalls. “If you
denied it, it would look weak.
If you embraced it—you really
couldn’t. There was nothing
you could say. He was
completely painted into a
corner by his past comments.
No one could get out of that.
And then he did what no one
could do—he got out of it. He
said: ‘Only Rosie O’Donnell.’ ”

If you watched the debate, you
probably remember that it
worked. Mr. Adams can
explain why. Mr. Trump
invoked a visual image, “your
most powerful persuasion
sense.” The image was well-
known, “and it was a person,
which is the best visual of all,
because the brain is just
attuned to faces and people.
And he just drew all the
energy out of the room,
sucked all of it up, balled it all

together, and just moved it over to this Rosie O’Donnell joke, and it just deflated the
entire topic.”

Was it mere luck? Mr. Adams considered the possibility but concluded after further
observation that it was a matter of sophisticated technique. On his Dilbert.com blog, he
started analyzing Mr. Trump’s tactics through what he calls the “Master Persuader
filter.”

Mr. Adams is something of a self-taught expert in persuasion theory and technique. In
his 20s he took a course in hypnosis, and during his corporate career he attended
seminars and read books on negotiation, communication, marketing and sales. He
familiarized himself with the academic study of persuasion, in fields such as social
psychology and behavioral economics.
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The central insight of these disciplines, Mr. Adams says, is that “people are never
rational. They rationalize. So after the fact they tell you why they did something. And
there’s plenty of science to support that. Now we can show that people actually make
their decision before they come up with their reasons. . . . That was the perspective that I
took when I saw Trump.”

What seemed like madness to others, Mr. Adams recognized as method. Those cruel but
seemingly random nicknames Mr. Trump gives his rivals? Mr. Adams calls them
“linguistic kill shots” and says their purpose is not just to display dominance but to
change the way voters think.

It works—including on Mr. Adams. Before the campaign, he says, “I looked at Jeb Bush
the way I think everyone else looked at him, which is [as] this competent, calm, secure
executive type who is exactly who you need in times of trouble. . . . But as soon as [Mr.
Trump] said ‘low energy,’ that’s all you could see, because the visual kept reinforcing it.”
What made it most effective was that “it allowed confirmation bias going forward,
meaning that anything you saw that Bush did that looked a little low-energy, you would
immediately put in that framework.”

Likewise, once Mr. Trump branded Ted Cruz “Lyin’ Ted,” “anything that Cruz said that
sounded a little untrue would remind you of his nickname.” And “Crooked Hillary” is
doubly effective, suggesting not only corruption but decrepitude: “You see the picture of
her slipping on the steps [in February], and your brain says, ‘Hmmm, maybe ’cause
there’s something wrong with her body—it’s a little crooked.’ ”

The nicknames also gain power from novelty: “They haven’t been used before in the
political realm, so they’re fresh. It’s not like calling somebody either Hitler or a liberal or
the things you’ve heard in the past.”

So impressed was Mr. Adams that last October he made a prediction: Mr. Trump would
win the nomination and the general election—and in a landslide. He is of course aware
of the latest polls, and he has adjusted his forecast accordingly. Earlier this month he
wrote that “for the sake of entertainment,” he stands by his prediction of a Trump
landslide. “But it can only happen if something big changes. And something big changes
about once a week.” He has thus qualified his bold prediction into a truism.

That still sets him apart from the pros, most of whom are now convinced Mrs. Clinton is
a shoo-in. “At this point,” Mr. Adams says, “it’s what I call a fair fight.”

He says this is because Mrs. Clinton is campaigning much more effectively than before.
“Clinton had terrible persuasion game until somewhere around late spring, when it was
clear that Bernie Sanders wasn’t going to go all the way,” he says. “I am speculating that



somebody was on the Sanders team who may have jumped ship to Clinton’s team,
because her persuasion game went from terrible to world-class almost instantly. And
the best example of that is the word ‘dark.’

“You saw right after Trump did his convention speech that all of the [Clinton]
surrogates used the same word almost instantly. You know, ‘dark’? So somebody with
skill had obviously gotten word out to use that word. And if you look at it, it’s the same
engineering as Trump’s. It’s a higher level than what you normally see. ‘Dark’ is a
Rorschach test. . . . Anything you see Trump do—from getting mad at a baby, to saying
something about the Second Amendment and Hillary Clinton, to his immigration plans
—they all seem like they could fit into this ‘dark’ label, once you’ve heard it. It was a
fresh word you don’t hear in politics . . . and it fits all future confirmation bias. So
anything he does in the future, you’re going to say, ‘Yeah, that was a little dark.’ ”

He thinks “dark” was “probably the work of a trained cognitive psychologist, behavioral
psychologist—someone who has deep skills. I’ve referred to who I think it is as Godzilla.
And I think Godzilla entered the race sometime around June.” I ask for Godzilla’s real
name, and Mr. Adams answers: Robert Cialdini, a social psychologist at Arizona State
University. Mr. Adams describes Mr. Cialdini’s “Influence: The Psychology of
Persuasion,” first published in 1984, as “the flagship book” on the subject.

Mr. Cialdini didn’t reply to my email, but he was part of a team of behavioral scientists
who advised President Obama’s re-election campaign. “If I were to judge Obama’s
persuasion game, I would say A-plus,” Mr. Adams says. “Coincidence? Almost certainly
not. He had the right people consulting. Is it a coincidence that Clinton’s game went
from terrible to world-class almost instantly? She’s largely abandoned policies and
experience and, you know, blah blah blah, and now it’s ‘I’m going to scare you to death
about Trump.’ . . . And he continues to fall into their confirmation-bias trap by saying
things off the cuff that can be taken out of context easily and misinterpreted.”

How, then, could Mr. Trump come back? For one thing, Mr. Adams recommends he
make a show of empathy, his apparent lack of which is central to his detractors’ fear of
him. I note that he missed an obvious opportunity when he went on the attack against
Khizr Khan—the Muslim father of a fallen Army captain, whose denunciation of Mr.
Trump electrified the Democratic Convention—without acknowledging the family’s loss
or the son’s sacrifice.

Mr. Adams grants the point and observes: “That’s where we have to wonder if there’s
some self-sabotage going on, because the right answer was available to him and to
everybody. Almost anybody could have gotten that right. It bordered on intentional. I
wouldn’t say it was intentional, but when you watch it, you have to scratch your head



and say: Of all the things you could have said, maybe a little softness on the fallen soldier
would have gone a long way.”

The debates could work in Mr. Trump’s favor, for Mr. Adams believes he is faster on his
feet than Mrs. Clinton: “He can do it on demand. She probably still has to be coached
—‘say this, don’t say that.’ In a debate, if things go not as expected and not as they
prepared, Trump’s got an advantage, because he’s just going to somewhat instinctively
go to a simple, visual, provocative thing that benefits his side. She probably won’t. She
will probably default to some data, some reason, some experience kind of argument,
which would be less effective.”

The latter type of argument, ironically, could be effective for Mr. Trump: “The
expectations are so low in terms of what he might have mastered in policy and facts and
truth that if he simply showed up a little bit practiced, and a little bit studied, so that if
she brings up an issue and he throws some facts at her that pass the fact checkers—for
the first time—he doesn’t have to be as good as her.”

As for Mrs. Clinton, “she should stick to her attack that’s working. Her recent gains are
based on fear and painting him as an unstable personality. If she can get him to do
anything that seems outrageous during the debate, that will add to the confirmation
bias.”

Mr. Adams suspects Mr. Trump’s poll numbers are depressed owing to “shy Trump
supporters,” who favor him but won’t admit it to others because it is socially
unacceptable—or perhaps who have decided to vote for Mr. Trump but haven’t yet
developed a rationalization, so they think of themselves as undecided.

In an indirect way Mr. Adams’s experience illustrates the power of social-acceptability
bias. In June he formally endorsed Mrs. Clinton, “for my personal safety.” It sounds like
a put-on, but Mr. Adams insists he’s serious: It’s “definitely funny,” he allows, but “it’s
only a joke by coincidence.”

He notes that detractors “have literally been comparing Trump to Hitler—an actual
comparison to Hitler. . . . That is a call for assassination. There’s no other way you can
[expletive] interpret that. . . . And you’ve seen how many Trump people have been beaten
by crowbars for wearing his shirt, or beaten up [outside a rally] in San Jose, my
backyard.”

He tells me he hasn’t had any scary face-to-face encounters with Trump haters—“I don’t
go out much, and when I do, people don’t recognize me”—but he says: “I didn’t want to
be tainted by the Hitler brush. . . . A few dozen times, people referred to me publicly as
[Nazi propagandist] Joseph Goebbels, just because I was talking about Trump’s



persuasion skills, not his policies or anything. To me that was a call to violence. It’s an

indirect call, but it’s saying if you kill Joseph Goebbels, you’re doing the country a favor.”

Yet if its purpose was serious, the endorsement was not, in the sense that there is no

substance behind it. Mr. Adams tells me he doesn’t vote, disagrees with both candidates

on policy, and thinks both are too old: “There’s no 70-year-old I would think is capable

to be president of the United States.” And he hasn’t let up in his praise for Mr. Trump’s

skills.

Even so, his empty gesture had its desired effect. “The weird thing is, people don’t care

why,” Mr. Adams says. “They only care if you’re on their side. So it actually made most of

the problems go away. Almost instantly, people stopped calling me Joseph Goebbels. In

terms of my safety, it absolutely worked, exactly as I imagined it would work. . . . I’m

actually safer because I’ve endorsed Hillary Clinton.”

People are never rational, are they?

Mr. Taranto, a member of the Journal’s editorial board, writes the daily Best of the Web
column for WSJ.com.
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